This is the fifth in a series of eBooks on Catastrophes & astronomical phenomena related to the influence of Electric Comets interacting with Earth’s plasma sheath & interacting with the Sun’s solar wind (highly charged plasma currents, called Birkeland currents).

For a short introduction to Plasma Physics, Aether, Electro-Magnetic Sun, Earth & Comets, please listen to or read the introductions from: one of my books “Catastrophes & Comets of the 1800’s” or “Catastrophes & Comets of the 1700’s” or “Catastrophes & Comets from 1200 to 1499.”

Comets are rocky planetary bodies of various sizes within the solar system with elliptical orbits (including planets with stable orbits that go out of their regular orbits; or rogue planetary bodies that get captured by the solar heliopause with hyperbolic orbits; which can be as as large as the Moon or Venus. Comets’ negatively charged cores interact electrically with the positively charged current sheets of the Solar wind and the comets plasma tails attracts electromagnetically heavy elements, sand, gases, rocks, hydrocarbons, or whatever it encounters throughout the solar system.

The ancients all over the world, knew Comets were harbingers of doom & recorded in their chronicles that their appearance in the heavens would bring disease, plagues or pandemics (see etymology of influenza) (including radiation sickness), mutations of the DNA caused by radiation or by the comet’s electric currents in extreme lightning or thunderbolts (Ebner
effect), electric currents can also cause instant fossilization or petrification of people, animals or plants; mass madness of people or animals (Ergot poisoning?), amnesia or state of shock and melancholia, droughts, famines (and sometimes cannibalism), earthquakes; ‘raining of fish, frogs or pieces of meat’, raining of elements such as sand, sulphur dioxide or iron oxide in the tail of the comets that look like blood; literal raining fire from the clouds, ‘Pillars or Towers of fire’, ‘Mountain of fire, Fiery Pyramids’ which are the comet tails as seen from the earth from a certain angle depending on how it discharges the spiralling electric currents, Tornados of fire & conflagrations (caused by combustible hydrocarbons or other elements in the tails of comets), meteors & fiery meteor showers during, before or after comet sightings, falling stones of various sizes, fire-balls, mock suns and muck moons, cigar shaped combustibles, ‘edible dew that tastes like honey’ (manna) glowing plasma balls or material & phenomena related to the comet (not UFOs), deafening or strange sounds & shockwaves, extreme auroras & plasma formations in many shapes including ‘Red Fiery Crosses’ and swastikas,’ due to the plasma tails of the comets interacting with the Birkeland currents of the Sun & of the Earth; extreme weather, severe cold, vulcanism (darkening of the skies & sun turning red), severe winters, floods, tsunamis, terraforming, death & misery & religious propaganda which would lead to war & rise or fall of kingdoms due to the weakening of the masses & populations, such as the Crusades that began in the 11th century. The fear of approaching comets was not based on superstition, but rather based on repeated sequence of events & phenomena that appeared within a year before or after the sighting of Comets, until recent historic times. The importance of the electric interactions of Comets with Earth & the Sun, & the historic descriptions of eye witness reports of related phenomena were conveniently forgotten,
ignored or misinterpreted as figments of the imagination. It is important to note that not all comets visible connect electrically with earth, although their presence in the solar system and interactions with other planets or the Sun, can indirectly affect the Earth’s electric balance. Likewise, the tails of comets can affect Earth long before or after comets have been seen. For a detailed list of catastrophes & sky phenomena see Noah Webster’s book listed in the sources and:

http://www.phenomena.org.uk/page29/page32/page32.html

Comets (not including Super novas & meteors) were recorded in 1000, 1003-4, 1005, 1007, 1009, 1014-18, 1020, 1031, 1035, 1036, 1042, 1049, 1053, 1056-7, 1063, 1066, 1068, 1074, 1077, 1080, 1091, 1092, 1094-95, 1096-97, 1098, 1101, 1103, 1105, 1106, 1107,1108, 1109, 1110, 1113-14, 1115, 1126, 1131, 1132, 1133, 1144-47, 1151, 1165, 1178, 1179, 1181, 1195, 1198

In the year 1000 Comet seen. In April North & South, a terrible meteor fell on the Earth. In Cumberland, England men, cattle and houses swallowed up in an earthquake. March 29 Europe Earthquake Reported by most chronicles. There was an eruption in Iceland June 28 fissure eruption & subterranean fires broke out in Olfus. Two globes of fire or great meteors were seen, violent earthquakes in England, and a severe winter followed. In the same year appeared a comet with a long coma. In 1001 Earthquake in Switzerland with ‘igneus (on fire) meteors’. In the same year, Leif Eriksson, son of Eric the Red from Greenland led an expedition with 34 men to establish small settlements in and around Vinland in North America. In 1001 Mahmud, an Afghani and militant Muslim, has secured his rule. He vows to take the word of Allah to the Hindu kingdoms of India every year, by sword and fire. Circa 1001 Baitoushan volcano also known as Changbaishan in China and P’aektu-san in Korea China/Korea border,
erupts with the 4th largest force of the present time, with erupted material deposited as far away as northern Japan—a distance of approximately 1,200 kilometers. The eruption also created the 4.5-kilometer diameter, 850-meter deep summit caldera of the volcano, which is now filled with the waters of Lake Tianchi (or Sky Lake). The total volume of tephra has been estimated as $96 \pm 19$ cubic km and ranks as VEI 7. Studies of the pumice fall deposit reconstruct an eruption column reaching 25 km altitude. Despite the size of the eruption, it is not recorded in historical documents, but there are tales that possibly refer to it in several local legends. Probably because most people perished? Next year meteor bright as moon seen in Morocco.

In 1003-5 appeared comets X/1003 Y1 of frightful aspect, and in the winter Italy was, for three months, convulsed by earthquakes. In the same year commenced a famine, and a plague of three years duration, which desolated the whole earth. In 1005 during all summer, the sky was obscured and the Sun had a deep blood red colour. Contemporary authors affirm that more than half the human race perished. In may 1006 Arabia and China recorded a Supernova ‘like half a moon’, in Centaurus, visible 2 years. The ‘sky was shining’ by its light. Terrible earthquake buried 10,000 in Iraq, with snow in Baghdad.

In 1007 Comet seen. Sweden’s king, Olof Skötonung, converts to Christianity with the whole nation. Severe frost 3 months.

In 1009 Comet seen and cigar shaped meteors or hydrocarbons on fire fell down; in India a meteor weighing 2,000 lbs. fell and a coloured cloud obscured the sun 2 days in Germany. In 1010 a red cross the colour of fire seen at midnight in Angouleme. Following year in Lorraine, France a meteor and a ‘burning torch like tower’ caused conflagrations. Another meteor brighter than the moon with a tail seen in Morocco in 1013.
In 1014 two Comets X/1014 B1, C/1014 C1 seen. Countless died in sea
floods in England and Germany with tornadoes. Meteor or comet with a
tail brighter than the moon seen in Morocco. In 1015 A 21-year-old Dane,
to be known as Canute the Great (Cnut I), invaded & by 1017 had
conquered most England & converted to Christianity.

In 1018 Comet C/1018 P1 seen in China had tail 30 cubits long. In 1020
‘Flames fell from Heaven like a tower’, in North Africa people were killed
by falling stones from heaven (meteorites?) In Southern Germany well
water turned blood colour, accompanied by fiery or igneous meteors, &
floods.

1031: Comet sightings distinguished by volcanic eruptions, a splendid
meteor, or globe of fire. Solar eclipse with red atmosphere. The previous
year meteors with great noise in Cairo, and a pearl-ring solar eclipse
during the battle of Stiklarstadig, Norway.

1035 & 1036 Comets X/1035 S1, X/1036 E1: Raoul Glaber chronicles a
devastating three-year famine induced by climatic changes in southern
France & severe frost in summer that killed crops. Vesuvius erupts for 3
years. Cnute Sweynsson, king of England, Norway, Denmark / Sweden dies
(due to epidemic?) Violent earthquakes following year.

1049 Comet X/1049 E1 seen. Severe winters, tempests and earthquakes
shook England several years.

1054 Supernova that formed the Crab Nebula observed by astronomers.
SN 1054, the supernova that created the Crab Nebula was originally seen
by Chinese astronomers on July 4, 1054 AD. They documented it as a
“guest star,” a new star in the sky that appeared four times brighter than
the planet Venus. At its peak, the supernova had a visual magnitude of
about -6, and could be seen during the day for 23 days. The event was
visible to the naked eye for 653 days at night. It was the brightest object in the sky next to the Moon for a few months, and is the best known supernova in the history of astronomy. Supernova 1054 was given the variable star designation CM Tauri. The star that exploded was 12 to 15 times more massive than the Sun, after the supernova event two dim stars appeared at its centre, one of which is a “neutron star.” The star probably fission due to an extreme surge of electricity to the Birkeland current it is connected to.

'Tower of fire' surrounded by ‘bird-like matter.’ Tornados in Ireland. Europe
In 1054 in a doctrinal dispute, the Church in Rome accuses the Christians in Constantinople of allowing priests to marry, re-baptizing Roman Christians and deleting "and the Son" from the Nicene Creed." The last of these accusations was untrue. The Church in Rome excommunicates the Church in Constantinople, and the Church of Constantinople excommunicates the Church in Rome. The schism between Roman Catholicism and Eastern Orthodoxy has become final.

In 1056 Comet X/1056 P1 seen. Earthquake in China killed 25,000 & in Mesopotamia much damage & many killed.

In 1063 Comet seen. In 1064 meteorites and fireballs fell in China, earthquakes in Nicaea. 1065 several hundred thousand Scythian, marching to invade the Roman empire, perished with pestilential diseases. Independence of Galicia and Portugal under the rule of Galicia.

In 1066 Comet X/1066 H1 seen April & May. Depicted in the Bayeux Tapestry with a tail in the shape of a Pyramid with a rayed Disk on top and it is similar to the symbol of the goddess Tanit/Venus who’s tail might have appeared in this shape in the 6th c BC when the goddess Tanit was worshipped worldwide and the planet Venus possibly closed approached
Earth. Cold winter succeeded. Egypt and Arabia, countries not subject to earthquakes, were violently convulsed in November, and a plague speedily followed, which, authors affirm, swept away one half the inhabitants. This was attended with famine. Contemporary accounts connected the comet's appearance and calamities & destruction caused by the comet with the succession crisis in England. The Battle of Stamford Bridge, took place this year between the last Angle-Saxon king Harold Godwinson against his brother Tostig who supported the Norwegian invasion under the last Viking/Norwegian King Harold Sigurdsson III of Norway (also killed in battle in 1066). Tostig died during the battle. Edward the Confessor, one among the last Anglo-Saxon kings also died. Harold Godwinson was killed in the Battle of Hastings, a battle between the Norman-French army of William, Duke of Normandy and an English army under the Anglo-Saxon king Harold Godwinson, which began the Norman conquest of England. William I of Normandy ends Anglo-Saxon rule in England and becomes its first Norman king of England, crowned on Christmas Day 1066. Many French words were introduced into the English language at this time.

As usual history books always change historic facts ignoring records of catastrophes such as passing of comets or comet tails that cause fiery bolides, meteor showers, conflagrations by dumping of combustible hydrocarbons, violent earthquakes, vulcanism, extreme lightening, tempest, floods, global cooling and failure of crops causing famines & sometimes cannibalism, pandemics, etc. And always blame the invading armies and their enemies for causing the destruction of whole cities or large swaths of land, & killing or decimating the population. Causing more and more hatred between nations and peoples.

I suggest you watch a documentary of what it takes to have built a castle or forts with the technologies available at that time, it was a gigantic task.
that took much effort and energy; and the invaders would be crazy to destroy whole cities in order to have to rebuilt them once again, instead of taking over the magnificent buildings and adapting them to their needs. For example, I just watched a documentary called ‘Kings and Queens of England: Episode 1: Normans’ https://youtu.be/0PfoYkgoBZQ It that talks about the history of England starting at 1066, and it describes how the Norman armies during King William I coronation ‘mistook the cheering of the people’ for an uprising and decide to kill all the people and burned the city of London down to the ground! They forgot to mention that 3 comets left a trail of destruction, death and conflagrations of London & Northern England that were caused by fire-balls, meteors or hydrocarbons in the comet's tail. Violent earthquakes in 1067 that terrified England and left York in ruins; and earthquakes in 1068 killed 25,000 in Palestine, and a comet seen in May, of apparent diameter equal to that of the moon, visible 40 days, were succeeded by famine. The whole of Europe felt similar calamities, including severe winters. In 1067 conflagrations burned up London, plains & woods in England killing all livestock and destroying all crops. The country in England from Durham to York was depopulated and left in ruins by the earthquakes, conflagrations & plague. Men subsisted on dogs, cats and every unclean thing; or perished and their bodies were left unburied. But history books ignore the destructions and catastrophes and once again blamed king William I, saying that he ‘punished the people in the North & decided to burn all the land and kill the livestock for resisting his confiscation of private property & that he drove people to cannibalism due to extreme famine’ and then, that he ‘celebrated Christmas’ of 1070 in a totally ruined York; which is completely 'poppycock' as the Brits would say, absurd and untrue that he would destroy his new conquered land, subjects, including its beautiful castles, buildings, crops and all the animals! This documentary also speaks about
the Crusades, Magna Carta and how in 1213 King John, deposed by the Pope for refusing to accept that kings had to submit to Popes and to their choosing of rulers. The Pope Innocent III excommunicated King John & all England, John sent an envoy to the Emirate of Morocco who offered John protection in exchange for converting himself and the whole of England into an Islamic country. John decided to submit to the Pope, but never mentions catastrophes & related phenomena like ‘flying serpents’ or fiery crosses, etc, which always seem to have a huge role to play in historic events related to religious wars like the Crusades, reformations, revolts, mass migrations due to famines & pandemics or rise and fall of kingdoms.

Back to 1066 the Granada Massacre, another religious event due to the comets’ appearance & calamities were believed to be averted if the enemies were killed. It took place during the Moorish rule of Al-Andalus, when Moors were living in tolerance with the Jews in Granada, Spain; when a mob of Muslims stormed the Alhambra palace and crucified the Jewish vizier and massacred much of the Jewish population living in the city. Although earthquakes, fires, famine, plague, had also affected Spain.

In 1077 Comet and a ‘blackspot’ the size of a plum seen on the sun for 3 years in a row; and there were church reforms by Pope Gregory VII. Severe winter, Rhine froze 4.5 months. Henry IV, Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire of the German nation, ask forgiveness from Gregory VIII after some conflicts due to the reforms. The Chinese build the astronomical tower to adjust the Calendar and the Khitan calendar had been adjusted (do to obit changes?) In 1076 meteor & a big stone fell from the sky in Denmark.

In 1080 Comet C/1080 P1. A black spot on the Sun the size of a plum and earthquake all over England with a terrible noise.
1091-92 Great Comet of 1092 seen C/1092 A1. The sun was darkened for 3 hours, and had a peculiar colour afterwards. Tornado in London, violent earthquake in Antioch, floods the previous year in Scotland, England. 3 Earthquakes in Hungary. In 1093 a ‘glowing substance’ on the ground found after a meteor shower or ‘falling stars.’

1095-6 Comet X/1095 W1 and various fiery appearances of meteors observed. Sunspots visible to the naked eye. Bright light on the moon during a lunar eclipse. Heatwave in Ireland killed many, severe snows in winter also killed many. In 1095 there was a meteor showers; the first wave of Crusade begins, from Sweden into Finland, to convert the Finns to Christianity. Pope Urban II condemns the crossbow as "hateful to God" and the crossbow seems too deadly in its ability to pierce chain mail, and too impersonal, unlike the sword and lance, which can be parried up close.

In 1097 two Comets seen, C/1097 T1, X/1097 X1. Well-trained knights defeat Muslims near Nicaea, and later in the year the Crusaders reach Antioch. In 1097 ‘via ignea’ or a path on ‘fire in the sky all night throughout Europe (comet tail?). A comet seen in England & China, like a burning or fiery cross. The clear sky was seen red for a whole month. Stream of light (comet tail?) seen in the S.W.

1098 Comet seen. Dark day in 1099 & Holland inundations killed 100,000 people. In 1099 the seas swelled and floods in England & Flanders occur. Jerusalem falls to the Crusaders, who slaughter the city’s surviving Jewish and Muslim inhabitants. The Templars during their excavations below the Temple of Solomon were looking for the genealogies of the Jews and for other secret knowledge or technologies, according to the historians from Toloriu, Catalonia, where the order of the Temple was founded by the Pinós (Payne). In 1098 unusual auroras or blaze of light around the Pole, seen from Antioch & England.
In 1103 a new star shone for twenty-five days, and a comet of a bright flaming colour, great mortality happened this year. 1104 Heckla erupted and ash fell in Scandinavia; a black spot the size of a date seen on the Sun. In England a complex halo of 4 white circles around the Sun seen at noon. In Herbipolis lumps of ice too large to carry fell during storm.

In 1105, there was a discharge of fire from Heckla, and in the same year, a great quantity of snow, a violent earthquake in Jerusalem, about Christmas, and about the same time, a light in the west almost equal to the sun, and two mock suns. Malamocco Island engulfed by sea off Italy.

In Feb. 1106. Great Comet of 1106 or X/1106 C1 also known as the Great Comet of 1106 {was Venus, approaching every 575 years as it has in 44 BC, 531 AD & 1680 AD} comet was of unusual splendour for 40 days was visible from three to nine o'clock, and two mock suns. The Sun darkened in Europe, accompanied by meteors, a comet seen near Sun. A violent earthquake happened the same year. Many meteors were seen and violent tempests and inundations, with myriads of insects in the air, marked the disorder of the elements.—The year was also noted for sterility of grain. 1107 severe snow killed cattle in Ireland. In 1108 light like the Sun at night for 3 hours seen in Syria, then an obscuring during daytime like dust lasted 12 days. In Japan, the largest recorded eruption of the Asama volcano recorded.

In 1110 Comet C/1110 K1 visible 3 weeks, a ‘burning object’ fell in lake Van, Armenia and turned the waters blood red. In 1111 a ‘cloudburst’ flooded and washed away houses and people. Strong lighting the next day. Next year a meteor seen in Italy bright as a star; and a meteorite or a stone fell on Trieste & violent earthquakes & floods in Germany. In 1113 people killed by ‘ball of fire’ in Ireland and in England a ‘sulphurous 5 headed dragon seen burned down the town & church (this was a
comet with 5 plasma tails and combustible material or hydrocarbons that caused conflagrations). There are many depictions of either comets or dragons flying in the sky while the land or towns are on fire below making an obvious link between the two phenomena.

In 1114 comet with ‘long rays’ seen many nights in England. Droughts, Thames & Medway very low and small rivers dried out.

In 1115 Comet seen. In Germany a ‘second moon’ (Comet?) rose in the west as the full Moon rose, the following year. Severe cold winters, and great damage by earthquakes in the Middle East including Antioch & Jerusalem.

In 1117 in France, the sky was like fire at night with a white beam. In Swabia, the earth boiled up and then subsided or collapsed. Destructive earthquakes with much loss of life in Ireland & Italy. Sunspot in the Sun the size of a plum recorded in China and ‘fiery ranks’ seen in night sky, auroras seen in Europe.

In 1126 two Comets seen X/1126 K1, X/1126 X1. Earthquakes & floods. The following year 2 very large spots on the sun seen.

1131-34 Four Comets X/1131 R1, X/1132 A1, C/1132 T1, X/1133 S1 seen in China & Japan, one with a 45 degree long tail, visible all night. In 1130 a ‘flying serpent’ was seen at sunset from many places (comet) and a ‘Fiery Mountain’ (comet tail) was seen in the North. ‘Fiery Pillars’ were also seen latter on. Earthquakes, solar eclipse, bolide or ‘fiery torch’ with explosion, flooding, meteorites & complex halo with 4 circles in the Sun with many muck suns and ‘Shining & Brilliant Cross’ in the sky seen the 1135. In 1137 ‘Three Red Suns’ (parhelia) were seen in Britain, as well as a black spot the size of a plum on the Sun seen recorded in China. ‘Fiery Coals’ (meteorites or hydrocarbons?) fell in Mosul. ‘Red Sky’ (auroras?) Seen in England &
earthquakes in England, Germany & Aleppo (killed 130,000 in Aleppo). Solar eclipse (by comet?) seen in 1133 in Northern Europe. 1134 sea surged and flooded England and Holland.

In 1144-47 Three Comets X/1145 L1, C/1147 A1, X/1147 C1 seen 50 days recorded in England & China, dark tornados or vortex seen in Czechoslovakia. Dark spots on the Sun & black ‘shadows.’ Comet in shape of a broom with a tail 100 degrees long recorded in China. ‘Red flames’ in the sky seen in Denmark (meteorites or hydrocarbons?)

In 1151 Comet X/1151 Q1 seen. Violent earthquakes in Baghdad & ‘mountain fell.’ Lunar halo or circle around moon in Holland. In 1152 a halo or circle around the moon and a cross inside a circle seen in Holland. In 1153 ‘Three moons and a Cross and then 3 Suns seen in Italy. Same year a ‘Great Splendour’ (meteor?) at night and then a thunder heard in Cambrai. In 1154 an earthquake swallowed up a Caste and a deep pool or lake left. Sudden obscuration of the serene sky (not an eclipse).

In 1165 Two Comets seen. Solar halos or three circles around the Sun, then 2 suns seen in England, and a meteorite or a a large mass of iron fell in Germany some months before comet. In England a tempest and thunderstorm with a ‘black horse’ (tornado?) Left huge prints on the ground. A few years latter in France another ‘red and green’ tornado caused much destruction.

In 1178 Comet seen. In 1174 three Moons and a bright Cross seen at night. In 1173 three suns seen. Gales with big hail and severe thunderstorms that ‘suffocated’ people (comet toxic gases?) and in Isle of Wright and Korea a red vapour or dust and a ‘rain the colour of blood’ fell for 2 hours the previous year (probably due to comet tail dumping sulphur dioxide). Burning flames at night in England. In England was recorded that
a ‘Torch sprang from the crescent Moon’ then the Moon turned dark (plasma discharge between moon & comet?) The following year snow caused destruction in Ireland.

In 1179 Comet seen. A ‘Star’ was seen near the Sun and Venus was near the Moon. Most rivers dried up in Japan and earthquake caused damage in England.

In 1181 Comet seen. China recorded ‘Supernova’ in Cassiopeia of a bluish-red colour. In 1184 lightening and floods killed many people including 80 nobles in Ireland, and in 1185-86 a black spot the size of an egg seen in Sun, same year a Solar eclipse seen in Europe while the Moon had ‘Red hot coals.’ Meteorites or 1 lb. stones fell in Belgium. Roscommon Castle burned by lighting & 700 people killed. In England rain the colour of blood fell. Light of unusual splendour seen at night (auroras or meteor?) In 1188 a Cross in the air with ‘streams of blood’ seen from noon to evening in England (possibly a comet). Thunderstorm and ‘Ball of fire’ fell in Sicily the following year.

In 1195 Comet seen. In January 1193 was a remarkable aurora borealis. Violent storms and a ‘terrible fire in the sky’ after sunset in Flanders. In 1194 Circles around and through the Sun seen, like a ‘rainbow’. 22 degree halo, parhelia circle and arc recorded in England. Gales & floods affected England and Paris.

In 1198 Comet seen 15 days. Meteorites or stones fell near Paris, in England ‘Dew sweet as honey’ fell from the sky (is this the ‘manna’ that fell and people gathered for food during the Exodus?) Same year lighting storms destroyed villages with its inhabitants and ruined the crops in England. Floods in Scottish border and the following year large ‘human-like footprints’ on grass and the grass was scorched by fire. 1200 in
Friesland the sea surge killed 100,000 and meteorites fell from a cloud with flames in Italy. Nile flooded, crop failure famine and cannibalism followed. Five Moons seen in England, one moon circled others. ‘Moons’ with stars seen.

Conclusion

All the natural catastrophes & strange astronomical phenomena observed and recorded since ancient times in World Mythologies and described in Ancient Sacred texts and petroglyphs/rock art and experienced by people around the world, as recent as in the past 2 centuries, are closely related to the Earth’s electromagnetic balance changing due to electromagnetic interactions between Earth and red or brown dwarf stars flaring or going nova (as in the past 7000 years), as well as interactions with comets’ plasma tails and planets’ plasma sheaths called magnetospheres or the Sun’s solar wind/ heliopause which are all Birkeland currents of charged plasma. As I have mentioned in previous books, comets are rocky planetary bodies of various sizes, and can include rogue planets captured first by the gas giants (unlit dwarf stars) of the solar system, but a moon or planet like Mars or Venus can also be electrically disturbed, or move out of its usual orbit and behave like a comet. Fluctuations or a surge in voltage of the Birkeland currents our Sun travels along, or Stars going nova that are connected to the same Birkeland current can also affect the electrical balance of our Sun and the whole solar system. Because humans are also electromagnetic beings, how the human consciousness interacts with the plasma or aether that is the fabric of the Universe is another matter that could be added to the mix.
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